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1. [Title slide]
2. [Man with scroll - summary of part 1]
In part 1 of this series we saw how united the writers were and how accurate the Bible is in its
record of history.
Now we’ll see how three other aspects of the Bible writings are also accurate
Firstly,

3. ►  [Accurate science heading]
Because the Bible was written so long ago, it may be imagined that modern science would be far ahead
of any concepts in the Bible.  After all, nowadays we know so much more than the people who lived in
Bible days.
This next section will show that to be far from the truth!  There are many examples of Bible writers
receiving from God scientific information— long before people of other eras. We are going to look at
just two aspects of science – astronomy and medicine.

►  [Astronomy and image of radio telescopes]
►  The Earth

Job, the Bible writer, didn’t have telescopes, computers, or any scientific education.
Yet he accurately commented on several scientific facts.
“He suspends the earth over nothing” (Job 26:7).
The Greeks thought that a giant held the earth on its shoulders.
The Hindu religion taught that an elephant carried the earth on its back.
But Job got it right! He could have known only because God told him what to write.

4. ►  [Astronomy The stars]
Job wrote in Job 38:7, “the morning stars sang together”!
For many years this was thought to be poetic language and nothing else. Then, in the 20th
Century, scientists and  astronomers studied the stars and discovered that they actually gave
out radio signals. They were the sort that could not be heard by the human ear, but when they  
adapted their instruments, they were able to hear the sound the stars made. It was like singing!

►  [More stars (Constellation Orion)]
Job also wrote in 38:31, “Can you bind the cluster of the Pleiades, or loose the belt of Orion?”
This refers to a star constellation which has stayed in formation for millennia (Pleiades) and
another in which the stars are moving apart in different directions (Orion’s belt).
How did Job know about that without instruments, or the benefit of centuries of
observation? It was because God had told him. This is Divine Inspiration.

5. ► [Accurate Science – heading only]
The second aspect of science which has proved absolutely accurate is medicine.
► MEDICINE
At the beginning of the Bible are the Books of the Law that God gave Moses. In these laws were
many rules which the people of Israel were to follow if they were to stay healthy. Here are
some examples.
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► Quarantine
God spoke to Moses about separating sick people from others, to prevent the disease from
spreading (eg.Numbers 5:4)
The discovery of the contagious nature of infectious diseases and the use of quarantine to limit
the spread was not introduced until over 2,500 years later by a Persian scholar.
[David W. Tschanz, MSPH, PhD (August 2003). “Arab Roots of European Medicine”, Heart Views
HISTORY OF MEDICINE Year : 2003  |  Volume : 4  |  Issue : 2  |  Page : 9]

► Washing

In the book of Numbers, chapter 19, there is a list of occasions when people must
wash themselves and clothes. This is usually when they had touched dead animals or people.
Today, doctors know how important it is to wash their hands and wear clean gowns when
they operate on people. We take that for granted, because we understand that washing will
remove harmful germs. But, when Moses wrote these rules, it was not understood by the
people. They just obeyed it! And stayed healthy.
But for thousands of years after Moses wrote this, in other nations, including Europe and
Britain, Doctors didn’t bother to wash or change their clothes after dealing with someone who
was suffering from, or had even died from a disease. They would go on to treat another person.
This way thousand of people died from infections and diseases.
It wasn’t until the late 19th century that death rates dropped as medical staff began hand
washing.
[ Extra background: This may be of interest to you.
The sad story of Ignaz Semmelweis, (1818-1865) and his campaign to get doctors to wash their
hands between patients, shows how far advanced the Bible practices were over the medical
profession millennia later. You can read about him here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignaz_Semmelweis]

How did Moses know what scientists and doctors in our country didn’t discover for
thousands of years afterwards? There is only one explanation: God had revealed it to him!

► Sanitation
The British Medical Journal asked a small group of experts and the many thousands of their
readers, mostly doctors, to say what they considered was the greatest medical advance from
1840 (the founding of their journal) onwards.
In the light of truly staggering medical breakthroughs and scientific advances of those years,
their winner might seem incredible. They said that the greatest medical advance was
sanitation!
The average human life expectancy increased nearly 35 years over the span of the 20th
century. Roughly 30 of those 35 extra years are attributable to improvements in sanitation and
living conditions. This dramatically reduced the toll of infectious diseases.
The English social reformer Sir Edwin Chadwick came up with the idea of sewage disposal and
piping water into homes as late as the 1840s. Yet God had given Moses instruction on good
sanitation and hygiene centuries before.
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He said (Deuteronomy 23:12 ) that when people needed to relieve themselves, they were to
go outside the camp and dig a hole to bury the waste matter. This would keep the living areas
free from disease.
God’s instructions were 3,500 years ahead of humanity’s scientific understanding.

► Food
The Jewish people were travelling and living in a hot climate and in the wilderness. They
didn’t have anything like our fridges or deep freezes to keep their food fresh.
Food could easily rot in the heat. There were no veterinary surgeons or medicines to keep
their domestic animals free from pests and diseases. To obtain meat, the people had often to
catch what they could in the wild.
God gave the Jews clear instructions: they should eat meat only from specific animals. It
has been proven that the animals that God mentioned were those which would not pick up
harmful bacteria from the water nor easily become infected with parasites.
God also knew the healthiest way to cook the food. So he gave Moses various food laws for the
people.  
Although Moses and the people had no knowledge of medical science to help them with their
food hygiene, the instructions that God gave them are considered by many to be still valid
today.
Another aspect of accuracy in the Bible is in its TRANSLATION.

6. ► [ Accurate Translation – heading]
When God first spoke to the Bible writers, they wrote down God’s thoughts in their own languages
– mainly Hebrew and Greek. These original documents have since been translated into different
languages.  
There are many different English translations: some are scholarly and very detailed, showing every
shade of meaning; some use modern language to translate the original version in a more simple
way. The language style may be different, but the truth is the same.
The Old Testament was written mainly in Hebrew and the New Testament in Greek. So what we
have today are translations of what was originally written.

► [ Man - Critics have said...etc]
Critics have said: “Even if you have proved that God inspired the original writers, how can
you be so sure that the modern Bible is an accurate translation of the actual words of the
original documents?”
Well, here’s why we can be sure.

7. ► [1. Accurate translation + Careful Copies - heading]
► [OT and picture of scribe]
The Old Testament
The copies of these Hebrew writings were hand-written, by men called Scribes. That is why
the Bible came to be called “The Scriptures” (hand-written).
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To make absolutely sure that a copyist had made no mistake, he would count every letter of
his copy and check if it was the same as the number of letters in the original. Then he would
check the middle word and the middle letter of that word, to see if it was the same as the
original document. Only then was the copy passed as accurate.
That way, when copies were made from that copy, and checked in the same way, there was
no chance of mistakes being added in and copied, down the centuries.

► [ NT and groups of scribes]
The New Testament
This was also copied by hand from the original Greek documents. But, because many people
wanted copies, many scribes got together to work at the same time. The Chief Scribe would
read out from the original and a group of scribes would write it out.
Today we have about 5,000 Greek manuscripts of the New Testament, mostly copies made
within 100 years of the original and some fragments only 50 years from the original.
This is far more than are available to check the accuracy of other writings of that time.
The history books  of Tacitus, for instance, were written in 100AD. But the earliest copy
available is from 1000 yrs later. We have over 5,000 Greek manuscripts of the New
Testament, there are only 20 copies of Tacitus today.
The best translations of Bible manuscripts were made directly from the original Hebrew and
Greek, rather than simply improving someone else’s translation. But some people still said:
“The old documents you are using are copies of copies. They must have many mistakes.”
So Bible scholars wanted to find a really old copy, one of the earliest to be made, so they
could check it against the later ones from which our translations came, and prove them
completely accurate. This did indeed happen. Here’s how…

8. ► [ Accurate Translation – heading only]
► [2. Goats and scrolls - Qumran]

A group of Essenes (a Jewish sect) were living near the community of Qumran, in the
region of the Dead Sea.
It was at a time when the Roman army was searching for, and destroying, Jewish settlements
and writings.

► [Cave – image1]
Afraid that their library of precious scripture scrolls would be destroyed, the Essenes stored
them in pots and hid them in caves. It was hundreds of years later that a goat-herd passed
by.
His goats had wandered off. He looked up at a ledge in the rock face, but could not tell if
the goats were there or not. So he threw a stone to startle the goat into appearing.To his
surprise the stone disappeared and he heard the sound of breaking pottery. The stone had
gone right into a cave. Clambering up, the goat-herd found rows of clay pots, containing the
scrolls.

► [Cave – image 2]
Archaeologists agree these were the oldest copies of the book of Isaiah that they had ever seen.
Now they could check if later copies were any different from these. They would learn if the
newer versions had all the mistakes they expected!
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In all the 66 chapters of Isaiah there were only 13 differences, mostly simple spelling mistakes.
This shows that translations of the Old Testament made from even later copies have still been
very accurate.
Much earlier, in another settlement, situated on Mount Sinai, New Testament scrolls were found.
They were so old that it is thought that they were the first copies made from the originals. Once
again, they matched the later copies exactly!
These and other ancient manuscripts have proved that more recent versions of the Bible are
accurate translations of the Bible originals.
9. ► [ Open Bible 100%  reliable 100% true]
In this session we have seen that the Bible writers were accurate in their knowledge of science.
Also, that the translations made from copies of the original manuscripts were faithful to the
originals.
These are two of the reasons why Christians trust the Bible to be 100% reliable and truthful.

10. ► [ Fade to black]
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